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Abstract
This study examined traditional boat building on Uzi Island as a manifestation of
Zanzibar’s relationship of environment and culture. Information was gathered about
traditional boat building practices, the resource use and management pertaining to boats,
the cultural reliance on boats, and local views on environment and conservation. This
information showed that the people of Uzi Island were dependent on the use of traditional
boats to maintain their livelihood, however the tree types used for boat building are being
over-harvested. This tension of culture and environment exposed the need for
conservation of Zanzibar’s natural resources in a manner that does not strand the local
people without any means to support themselves.
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1. Introduction
Zanzibar consists of an archipelago of small islands off the coast of Tanzania in East
Africa. The geographic setting means that all people of Zanzibar live within a relatively
short distance to the coast. One of the most common sights on Zanzibar is a wooden boat or
dugout canoe sailing along the coast against the background of the vibrant blue shade of
the ocean waters. This sight is not only a picturesque scene fit for a brochure cover, but it
is also the livelihood of many Zanzibari people.
The people of Zanzibar depend heavily on the use of traditional boats for income
and sustenance. Of the 1,303,569 Zanzibari residents approximately fourteen percent get
their income from Zanzibar’s artisanal fisheries (Jiddawi et al., 2002, p. 19). This high
percentage is supported by the fact that fish is the primary source of protein for Zanzibari
people, and in lower-income rural areas fish is practically the only source of protein (p. 19).
Aside from the fourteen percent whose income comes from fishing, traditional boats are
also commonly used for trading, travel, tourism, seaweed farming, and those who fish for
their own family’s nourishment but do not sell any of the catch.
One of the defining characteristics of traditional boats in Zanzibar is their wood
composition. The lumber used to construct boats comes from coastal and upland forests on
Zanzibar and the East African mainland. According to the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) situational analysis of Eastern and
Southern Africa Forest and Woodlands, over-exploitation of forests is widespread in East
Africa and current harvesting rates are unsustainable (2009, p, 26). This current state of
forests combined with boat building’s need for lumber places traditional boat building at
the center of a tension between conservation and culture.
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This tension between conservation and the interests of local people manifested
itself through disputes between Jozani National Park in Zanzibar and the surrounding
villages in the early 1990s (Anon., personal communication, November 23, 3013).
According to an employee of Jozani at the time the local people became very upset when
restrictions tightened on the harvesting of natural resources. They complained that they
could no longer use the forest which was always theirs, and felt stuck without any
alternatives. The long-term government employee listed two violent incidents as a result of
mounting tension. In one case local villagers tied up one of the Jozani rangers and
physically whipped him, and in the other incident locals burned a truck belonging to the
park. During this time period locals continued to harvest trees as a sign of defiance and out
of necessity (Ibid.). This situation demonstrates how in the context of conservation, nature
and culture represent opposing forces (Lawi, University of Dar es Salaam, 2013).
Zanzibar’s cultural and economic reliance on traditional boats is similar to the
dependence on cars in more modern cultures. This dependence is all the more justification
for conservation efforts to protect resources for future use. Although conservation is
necessary for the health of people and their environment, the fact remains that people’s
livelihoods depend on harvesting resources from the environment. Without traditional
boat building the people of Zanzibar would suffer from a loss of income and protein. It is
not hyperbolic to claim that survival without traditional boats would be impossible for
many people in Zanzibar, especially in poorer rural areas.
Traditional boat building exemplifies the overall relationship between Zanzibari
environment and culture. Many theories of the connection between environment and
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culture exist, and a basic overview of some concepts will serve to clarify the tension of
culture and conservation. The earliest and most basic theory describes environment and
culture as separate entities, where cultures evolve from primitive to civilization
independent of the environment. The next theory is called environmental determinism and
presents culture as being completely within the environment. Environmental determinists
consider all changes in culture to be adaptations based on changes in the environment. The
most modern and widely accepted theory is called cultural ecology. This point of view
argues that culture and environment affect each other, however each has independent
aspects (Kaplan, Bowdoin College, 2013).
Frake (1962) describes cultural ecology as, “The study of the role of culture as a
dynamic component of any ecosystem of which man is a part” (p. 53). Most organisms
make their role in an ecosystem through biological specialization, however humans have
added cultural tools and inventions to shape their niche in any given ecosystem. What this
means is that unlike environmental determinism, cultural ecology views cultural practices
and beliefs as a major player in shaping ecosystems. The technology and culturally
appropriate environmental behaviors of an area have a great effect on how humans
interact with their environment. This exposes the importance of studying the environment
through western science such as biology and ecology while simultaneously understanding
how the people of a culture construe the environment (Frake, 1962, p. 54). A strictly
scientific view of the environment downplays the role of culture in an ecosystem and will
fail to account for the potential behaviors of communities spurred by environmental
changes or new environmental restrictions.
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This study is guided by cultural ecology’s principles. Traditional boat building’s
unique position at the intersection of Zanzibari culture and environment makes it the ideal
topic for exploring the delicate balance between human dependence on natural resource
use and the need for conservation to protect these invaluable environmental commodities.
As shown by the example of Jozani in the early 1990’s, conservation that fails to meet the
needs of people as well as the environment will not be successful. This study intends to
help improve conservation so that it is no longer in opposition to culture by presenting
information about traditional boat building practices, the resource use of boat building, the
cultural dependence on traditional boats, and community views on environment and
conservation.

2. Study Area
Uzi Island (6°18′- 6°24′ S and 39°23′-39°26′ E) is located just off the southern
coast of Unguja Island
and is connected by a
narrow peninsula and
mangrove swamp
(Figure 1). A coral rag
road between Unguja
Island and Uzi Island is

Figure 1 Google Earth image showing Uzi Island marked by a red marker in relation to
Unguja Island and the Tanzanian coast.
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passable at low tide. Uzi’s 7,000 residents are both physically and socially isolated from the
rest of Zanzibar (National Bureau of Statistics). Uzi Island was once one of the richest areas
in environmental resources however its isolation caused locals to exploit the environment
to a point where most forests have been cleared and fish populations are declining (Anon.,
personal
communication,
November 23 2013).
While the rest of
Zanzibar has adopted
tourism as an economic
opportunity, Uzi Island
residents have been
reluctant to invite
outsiders to stay on

Figure 2 Google Earth image showing Uzi Island. The boat construction site
Changambweni is marked by a yellow marker.

their island. Currently
the economy is dominated by subsistence agriculture and fishing as well as seaweed
farming (Ibid.).
Uzi Island is an ideal place to study traditional boat building and its place within
environment and culture for various reasons. Firstly, its small area and population makes
the task of understanding the dynamic nature of the local culture and role of traditional
boats much more attainable. The presence of a professional boat builder willing to accept
the task of teaching was another determining factor.
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3. Methodology
Information was gathered regarding the following four categories: traditional boat
building, resource use and management, cultural reliance on traditional boats, and local
views on environment. Methodologies varied for the four categories and included
observation, participation, and informal and semi-structured interviews. Aside from
interviews with English speaking government officials, all interviews were conducted using
a translator in order to ensure a clear understanding on the part of both the interviewer
and the interviewees.
Researcher participation with one primary traditional boat builder (fundi) was the
primary means of gaining information about boat construction. In order to achieve the goal
of maximizing understanding of traditional nomenclature, construction process, and wood
preferences, one model of each of the three main types of traditional boat in Zanzibar was
built under the teaching and guidance of the professional fundi. Along with participation,
informal interviews with the primary fundi were conducted to reveal commonly used tree
types as well as Kiswahili words for boat types, parts, and tools.
All information taken from the primary fundi was confirmed by semi-structured
interviews with seventeen boat builders at Mtoni, a large port on the west coast of Unguja
Island. Mtoni was selected as a sight due to its significant distance from Uzi Island to
safeguard against regional terminology. Mtoni is also located in an urban area and was
used to examine possible differences between rural and urban areas. Interviews with
fishermen were used to confirm information regarding smaller dugout canoes, which are
often times constructed by the fishermen themselves. The structure of interviews began
with an informal greeting and short period designated to build rapport with the
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interviewees. From there the conversation was directed to cover all subjects on the
following checklist: Boat types, boat parts, tools, manufacturing cost, and end price.
Resource use and management was studied using interviews with boat builders,
fishermen, and government employees for the departments of environment and forestry.
Interviews with boat builders and fishermen were focused primarily on resource use. For
the large boats each fundi interviewed was asked to list all types of tree used for boats as
well as listing the three best tree types for the four key boat parts. For the dugout canoes
each interviewee was asked to name all types of tree used for the body of canoe, and the
best type of wood for each part. Interviews also included the source of lumber for boat
construction.
Interviews with government employees were designated for information about
conservation and resource management. These semi-structured interviews varied based on
the interviewee’s role in the government, but focused on topics such as scientific names for
trees, conservation techniques, conservation areas, and regulations on the harvesting of
trees.
The cultural significance of traditional boats was explored primarily through
observation and interviews. Forty-two interviews were conducted throughout the villages
on Uzi Island and were designed to determine the role that traditional boats in the lives of
people on Uzi. Interviews included questions about the subjects’ job, ownership or use of
boats, and type of boat used. A survey of all boat types on the east coast of Uzi Island was
also conducted.
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Local environmental views were studied through forty-two interviews with people
on Uzi Island. These interviews were designed to determine direct reliance on the
surrounding environment, views of human treatment of the environment, and opinions on
conservation efforts. Of course every living organism is deeply dependent on its
surrounding environment for survival, so it should be clarified that this section of the study
refers to direct reliance on the immediate environmental resources on Uzi Island for
income and diet. This was determined through the nature of the participants’ occupation
and ownership of a farm. Participants were also asked about their opinion of the
community’s treatment of the environment, and their potential reactions to efforts to
conserve and limit the use of Uzi’s natural resources.
4. Results:
The results of this study have been broken up into various sections in order to
present the findings in an organized fashion. These sections include: traditional
nomenclature, boat building process, resource use, boat uses and cultural significance, and
local views on environment and culture.
4.1 Traditional Nomenclature
The traditional names of boat types, parts, and tools were identified by the primary
fundi, and then confirmed by interviews conducted with 17 more fundi at Mtoni.
Kiswahili
Mtumbwi
Ngalawa
Mashua
Dau

Description
Dugout canoe without outriggers
Dugout canoe with outriggers
Large wooden planked boat
General name for boat

Table 1 Boat Types
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Mtumbwi, ngalawa, and mashua were terms first presented by the primary fundi, and then
confirmed by 17 of 17 fundi at Mtoni, as well as all fishermen interviewed (Table 1). Dau
(Dhow) had the most ambiguous definition, sometimes referring specifically to an
mtumbwi but also used as a general term for boat. 13 of 17 fundi in Mtoni confirmed its use
as a general term, however four described a dau as a large planked boat with an angled
fashini (see below). No fundi or fishermen on Uzi Island ever used ‘dau’ to specifically
describe a large planked boat with an angled fashini in interviews or casual conversation.
Each boat has its own unique parts and distinct characteristics. The three tables
below represent the boat parts of mashua, mtumbwi, and ngalawa. The mashua and
Ngalawa tables are supplemented by labeled pictures for clarification purposes. The
mtumbwi has very few parts so an extra image was not included.
Mashua
English
Bitana
Chanda
Darumeti
Dasturi
Fashini
Foromali
Kalafati
Mataruma
Mataruma
Halgam
Mataruma
Sayari
Mbao
Mkuku
Mligoti
Mstam

Kiswahili
Piece reinforcing fashini
Back planks
Wood running the length of the inside of
the boat
Log on bow to connect with foromali
Angled/upright pillars at front and back of
the spine
Pole for the tanga
Cotton soaked in coconot oil to seal cracks
Ribs
Ribs crossing the mkuku
Rib extensions
Planks
Spine or Keel
Mast
Notch for mligoti
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Staha
Tanga

Crosswise pieces across the top of the boat
Sail

Table 2 Mashua Parts

Mligoti

Mataruma

Fashini

Mkuku

Mbao

Figure 3 Labeled mashua parts

English
Ngama
Utako
Kiwida
Kiwangu
Karua

Kiswahili
Stomach
Flat spine
Notch for mligoti
Poles across inside of ngama
Thin wood on lip of the front and back of
the boat
Chipi
Thin wood on lip of the boat
Tanga
Sail
Mbrengu Poles perpendicular to boat
Mbera
Angled piece connecting outrigger and
Mbrengu
Mbao
Outrigger
Skan
Rudder
Rumada Metal rings connecting rudder and boat

Chanda
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Kana
Kafi
Upondo

Ngalawa

Pole to control the rudder
Paddle
Driving Pole

Table 3 Ngalawa Parts

Mligoti

Ngama
Kiwangu
Mbera

Mbrengu

Mbao

Figure 4 Labeled Ngalawa parts.

Mtumbwi
The mtumbwi has a very simple nature with very few parts. It is essentially just one log
shaped and carved into a canoe. Because of this, it is unnecessary to dedicate a table and
chart to the mtumbwi. Any part on the mtumbwi shares a name with its counterpart on the
ngalawa.
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4.2 Boat Building Process
The boat building processes for the three main types of boat were principally
determined through the construction of three model boats. According to the primary fundi
the process does not differ for large sized boats, and observation and participation in boat
construction confirmed this. The following list of construction steps are a general guideline
for an extremely complex and variable process.
Mashua Construction
1. Join mkuku with front and back fashini
2. Attach chanda to rear fashini
3. Bend bottom mbao and attach to mkuku
4. Attach mataruma halgam to mkuku and mbao
5. Attach mataruma sayari to mbao
6. Fill in the rest of mbao
7. Put darumeti lengthwise along inside of mataruma
8. Install staha attached to darumeti
9. Put deck over staha in front and back
10. Install mstam and mligoti
Table 4 Process of mashua construction. Should be noted that part of this process is shaping and carving each individual part.

Mtumbwi Construction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cut log to length
Create flat plane for utako
Create flat plane for top outline of boat
Mark outline of utako, and shape outside of boat
Carve out the ngama

Table 5 Process of Mtumbwi construction.

Ngalawa Construction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cut log to length
Create flat plane for utako
Creat flat plane for top outline of boat
Carve out outside of the boat
Carve out inside of the boat
Drill and attach viwangu
Tie on mbrengu and mbera
Shape and attach mbao
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9. Attach mligoti, formali, and tanga
Table 3 Process of Ngalawa construction.

The results of the boat construction section are not limited to a general list of the building
process. Three model boats were constructed, one of each boat type. The images below
show these results.

Figure 5 Mashua

Figure 6 Mashua

Figure 7 Mtumbwi

Figure 8 Ngalawa
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4.3 Natural Resource Use
The interviews with fundi and fishermen revealed that nine different types of trees
are used for boat building (Table 8).
Kiswahili
Name

English Name

Scientific Name

Mtondoo

Red Mohogany

Callophyllum
inophyllum

Mninga

Rhodesian Teak

Pterocarpos
angolensis

Msagi

Teak

Tectona grandis

Mkoko

Mangrove

Rhisophora mangle

Mwembe

Mango Tree

Mansifera indica

Mpilipili

Pepper Tree

Schinus molle

Mkole

False Brandy
Bush

Grewia bicolor

Msufi

White Silk Cotton
Tree

Ceiba pentandra

Mvinje

Whistling Pine

Casuarina
equisetifolia

Table 8 Complete list of all tree types identified as posible options for boat building.

Some trees shown in Table 8 are specifically used for mtumbwi and ngalawa while others
are used specifically for mashua. All fishermen interviewed only listed mwembe and msufi
as options for the body of mtumbwi and ngalawa. The rest of the tree types are used for
mashua and are often specialized for different boat parts (Table 9).
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Tree Name

Mkuku

Mbao

Mligoti Mataruma

Mtondoo

2

2

1

2

Mninga

1

1

3

3

Mvinje

3

4

2

no

Mkoko

6

no

no

1

Mkole

5

5

4

no

Msagi

4

3

5

4

Table 9 Rankings of tree types for four key parts of the mashua.

Mtondoo and Mninga proved to be the most desirable all around wood, while mkoko was
highly specialized for mataruma. Mvinje grows very straight and therefore cannot be used
for mataruma but is very good for the mkuku and mligoti.
Interviews with government employees in the departments of environment and
forestry produced results regarding harvesting procedures and conservation techniques.
One official from the department of environment and two officials from the department of
forestry were interviewed and all listed the same regulations for harvesting trees. A special
permit is required to cut and sell any tree in Zanzibar.
Permit Process
1. Submit request to local Sheha
2. Request forwarded to forestry officer
3. Officer travels to site and assesses environmental and
social impact
4. Officer makes recommendation to head office
5. Head office makes final decision
Table 10 Process for obtaining permit to harvest trees as stated by government employees

All three government officials admitted that the regulations shown in Table 10 are often
times ignored, and that bribing of government officers is also a common practice.
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The overarching goals of conservation in Zanzibar were summed up by the
Challenges and Visions put forth by Jozani Chwaka Bay National Park, Zanzibar’s only
national park:
Zanzibar’s natural wealth is its forests, its seas, its soils, and its people. Our
vision for the future is a harmonious and healthy environment for Zanzibar’s
people and wildlife.
The challenge is to slow down and halt the current trends; people becoming
poorer, and wildlife, animals and plants are becoming fewer. We will have to
change the way we do things, how we develop and recognize that we humans
are a part of nature. Impoverished ecosystems lead to impoverished people!
Human numbers are rapidly increasing worldwide. Around Jozani this means
more families are depending on fewer natural resources. The ever increasing
number of tourists needing water, accommodation, food and fuel adds to the
pressure. WE have set ourselves the tasks of conserving Jozani’s natural
places, establishing responsible tourism and promoting sustained
development of neighboring communities.
Government, villagers, visitors and others are joining hands to meet the
challenge. Small steps towards realizing the vision of a healthy and vibrant
future for Zanzibar’s natural wealth.
There are few quick solutions or easy answers. The statements and questions
presented here are aimed at provoking thought, reflection, and action
(Zanzibar Department of Forestry).
This passage is presented at the welcoming center at Jozani National Park. According to the
three government officials the different forestry conservation techniques put into practice
to achieve these goals include national parks, forest reserves, co-managed forests by local
communities and the government, and community managed forests. Each of the three
government officials were asked to explain these conservation techniques and their
responses were all consistent. The results of these explanations are as follows.
Jozani is Zanzibar’s only national park and no harvesting is allowed within the park.
It is managed by the forestry department who controls tourism activity and conservation of
the flora and fauna. Many of the trees in Jozani such as the Mtondoo (red mahogany) were
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planted there in the 1960’s. Many other forest reserves exist in Zanzibar but are not on the
level of a national park. These reserves are run by the forestry department who decide the
amount and what type of harvesting can take place. Some of these forest reserves are
plantation forests with the purpose of ensuring that Zanzibar has resources available.
avai
The
forests surrounding Jozani are run through co
co-management
management of government and the nine
local villages as a result of the conflict discussed in the introduction
introduction.. Each village has
representatives who are involved in the annual planning of the forests.. Locals assist in
performing joint patrols, are always allowed to take dead wood, and share benefits with the
park (Anon.,
Anon., personal communication, November 22, 2013
2013).. Community managed forests
are designated areas of land that belongs to each village. The communities decide together
what the best form of land use is, whether it is cultivation, selective harvesting, or growing
the forest for future use. The three government employees also mentioned that these
methods of forest conservation in Zanzibar are used in varying degrees.
4.4 Boat Use and Cultural Significance
Forty-two
two interviews with people living on Uzi Island were conducted to explore the
role of traditional
ditional boats in the community
community. The results
esults presented in Figure 9 are the
primary occupations of the interviewees. Interviewees commonly listed other secondary
jobs. For example,

DISTRIBUTION OF JOBS ON UZI
ISLAND

although only
eight participants
listed seaweed
farming as their

18
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

8

8
3

Figure 9 Primary jobs of 42 interviewees on Uzi Island

1

2

2
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primary income, a total of 19 participants stated that they seaweed farm. Eight people gain
their primary income
ome from farming, although thirty
thirty-two people farm to supplement their
income.
Sixty-nine

Boat Use on Uzi Island

percent of people

boats, and of those
who used boats
fifty-five percent

Numher of People

interviewed used
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

13

16

13

Uses Boats

Does Not Use Boats

own a boat. Boat
Owns

ownership proved

Rent/Borrow

Figure 10 Number of participants who use boats in everyday situations. Those who use boats
boat are
broken down further into those who own boats and those who rent or borrow boats.

to be a complex
topic and only five of sixteen are the sole owners of their boat. The remaining eleven share
ownership with friends and/or family.
Fifty-eight
eight percent of boat use was for fishing
fishing, making it the most common use for

Boat Use by Activity

boats. Seaweed
farming represented

boat use among
interviewees. These
results did not only
represent boat use

Number of Peope

thirty-one percent of

17
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

9

2

Fishing

1

Building

Seaweed
Farming
Activity

Figure 11 Breakdown of boat use based on activity.

Commerce
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for interviewees’ primary jobs. For example, nine participants use boats for seaweed
farming although only eight people listed seaweed farming as their primary form of
income. Of those eight, five use boats to transport seaweed. The remaining four were made
ma
up of participants who utilized seaweed farming as a supplementary form of income.
Eighteen of nineteen fishermen used boats. The remainder of boat usage was boat building
and trading with the mainland.
The three types of boats were used in va
varying
rying degrees for each activity.
activity Fourteen
participants used Ngalawa, compared with twelve for Mtumbwi and three for Mashua
(Figure 12). Twelve of fourteen ngalawa users were fishing and two of fourteen were
seaweed farming.

Boat Type Use on Uzi Island
On the other hand

mtumbwi users
were fishing and
the remaining

Number of People

five of twelve

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Mtumbwi

seven were

Mashua

Boat Type
Fishing

seaweed farming.

Ngalawa

Commerce

Seaweed

Construction

Figure 12 Number of participants using each type of boat broken down based on activity.
activity

Two people got their income by building mashua, and one parti
participant
cipant used a mashua for
importing goods to Uzi Island.
Ngalawa was the most common boat in a survey of the boat types on the eastern
coast of Uzi Island (Figure 13).
). The Mtumbwi was a close second while mashua were much
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less common. At Mtoni mashua
ashua was the most common boat followed by ngalawa and
mtumbwi.

Survey of Boat Types at Uzi and Mtoni

Number of People

39
19
50

34

25
41
Mtoni
7
Uzi

0
Mtumbwi

Ngalawa
Uzi

Mashua
Mtoni

Figure 13 A survey of the boat types on the eastern coast of Uzi Island shown in blue compared with a survey of the boat types
at Mtoni.

4.5 Local Views of Environment and Conservation
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Thirty-seven

Human Dependence on Environment on Uzi
Island

participants were directly

37

dependent on Uzi Island’s

(Figure 13). This
indicates that they either
grew food to sell or eat, or

Number of People

environmental resources

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

5

Directly Dependent

harvested environmental

Indirectly Dependent

Figure 13 Direct dependence of participants on the environmental resources in Uzi Island's
immediate sur
surroundings.

resources such as fish,
trees, or seaweed themselves for their jobs. The five indirectly dependent interviewees still
utilized the surrounding environmental resources, however they bought food, fish, or
lumber from others rather than harvesting themselves.
Thirty-five
five of 42 participants believed that humans affected the environment
negatively (Figure 14). Answers generally came with long
long-winded
winded explanations but always
fell into one of two

Human Treatment of Uzi Island's Environment
categories: humans affect

35

the environment
positively, or human affect
the environment
negatively. Interviewees

Number of People

35

Number of People

often cited cutting trees

30
25
20

Desire for Conservation on Uzi Island
7

15

33

10
355
300
25
20

Positive

Negative

Human Effect on Environment
9

15
Figure 14 Participants'
views on the treatment of Uzi Island's environment
environm
by humans. Answers
indicate whether
they thought that humans have a positve or negative impact on the
10
environment.
5
0
Yes

No
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or killing animals as harmful practices that are very common on Uzi Island due to the lack
of alternative jobs. Those who answered that humans affect the environment positively
provided the reason that cutting trees and catching fish were good because it provides the
community with jobs.
Nine interviewees wanted to see stricter environmental regulation on Uzi while
thirty-three did not (Figure

Figure 15 Answers to the question: Do you want to see conservation efforts on Uzi Island that
restrict the harvesting of resources such as trees and fish?

15). Those who wanted
conservation cited decline in tree and fish populations as their reasoning. Those opposing
conservation most often mentioned lack of alternative means for food and monetary
income.
5. Discussion
The results of traditional nomenclature (Tables 1,2,3) are designed to increase
general knowledge of traditional boat building, an area that has not been studied
thoroughly. It is expected that some terms may vary over time or regionally due to the
artisanal nature of construction rather than standardized mass production. This
expectation is confirmed by the slight variations in terms listed in an SIT Independent
Study Project in 1998 on Traditional Boat Building and Use in Nungwi (Griffith, 1998, p.
41).
The boat construction processes as outlined in section 4.2 also serves to increase
general knowledge of traditional boat building. Furthermore, the hands on experience of
building a boat is strongly connected with understanding the wood preferences shown in
section 4.3. The construction process must be brought into consideration when making
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decisions about resource management. Certain types of trees are highly valued (Table 9)
due to their physical characteristics that make them well suited for specific boat parts.
Ignoring these preferences could lead to further environmental degradation.
For example, if the mtondoo, mninga, and the mvinje trees (Table 8) become so
heavily conserved that no boat builders can afford to use them for an essential part such as
the mkuku (Table 2), then they will be forced to resort to lower quality woods that lack
strength and durability. Not only could this lead to problems for boat users but lower
quality wood would lead to increased repairs, resulting in further deforestation. The
construction processes of all three boat types are quite complex in practice and demand
certain characteristics of the wood that is being used.
The process that is in place for harvesting trees (Table 10) is a thorough means of
regulating tree use, except serious problems exist when in actual practice. The widespread
prevalence of bribing or ignoring the process altogether is a serious issue that cuts away
the effectiveness of any conservation effort. These actions are an example of culture and
conservation acting as opposing forces.
On the other hand Jozani’s challenges and visions listed in section 4.3 present a view
of conservation that acts in coordination with local communities. This positive direction for
Jozani is a reaction to the conflict between the park and surrounding villages described in
the introduction. The image of conservation presented by Jozani’s challenges and visions is
put into practice by sharing the park’s revenues, educating and employing locals, and
promoting alternative sustainable means of income such as beekeeping. According to an
interview with a current ranger at Jozani who is also a resident of the surrounding village
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Pete, a village outside of Jozani, these changes that have already taken place have resulted
in better relations between Jozani and the communities however the government has not
fully provided locals with alternatives.
Revenue sharing has helped curb the effects of loss of access to resources but other
efforts have not fully committed to meet the needs of locals. He cited the example of
beekeeping where the surrounding communities were provided with 100 beehives, but
that by no means is enough to support the combined 20,000 people of the villages. The
ranger also had hopes for the government to help the villages adopt improved farming
techniques. He mentioned that farmers’ lives depend on their crops but with climate
change and variable weather their yield is not always consistent. In totality the results
regarding natural resource use and management highlight the importance of conserving
certain tree types to ensure the future of boat building in Zanzibar while utilizing
conservation techniques that meet the needs of communities.
The results in section 4.4 on boat uses and cultural significance show that Uzi Island
is heavily dependent on boats for food and income. Figure 9 shows that forty-three percent
of interviewees were fishermen. This study does not extrapolate this number to conclude
that this is the percentage for all of Uzi Island, however the interview responses along with
general observations suggest that a large percentage of Uzi Island residents participate in
fishing.
The sixty-nine percent of interviewees that used boats (Figure 10) rely on them for
activities such as fishing, seaweed farming, and trading. All people on Uzi Island indirectly
rely on boats for fish and other goods that come from the mainland such as lumber or rice
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because Uzi is so isolated from the rest of Zanzibar. The use of different boat types (Figure
11) shows that people on Uzi rely more on the smaller dugout canoes than they do on
larger mashua. These results are consistent with the boat type survey (Figure 12). This is
due to Uzi’s rural nature and lack of capital among residents to invest in the more
expensive larger boats. This is contrasted by the data from the boat survey in Mtoni where
boats were primarily larger mashua. Mashua used for fishing are generally owned by
wealthy middlemen who have the capital to purchase large boats (Griffith, 1998, p. 23).
This is a distinct difference between rural Uzi and the more urban Mtoni. The people
on Uzi Island generally live a subsistence lifestyle meaning that the fish caught using a boat
or crops from a shamba (small farm) are the source of their food and any extra is sold for to
make their income. The results from section 4.4 indicate a serious dependence of Uzi
Island’s people on traditional boats. This dependence extends to other environmental
resources, which explains the results shown in Figure 15. According to the responses by
interviewees, 33 of 42 people did not want stricter regulations because their lives revolve
around the use of these resources for food, shelter, and fuel. Although people did not want
to see stricter regulations, they did recognize that the environment was being degraded
(Figure 14). Explanations for this discrepancy were that the people had no stable jobs that
provided them with money to avoid using the surrounding resources.
As cultural ecologists would point out, these viewpoints on the environment are
vital for an understanding of how culture plays a role in the ecosystem on Uzi Island.
Peoples’ relationships with the environment are not only determined by economic needs
but also by social and religious cultural practices. Zanzibar is 99% Muslim, and Uzi Island is
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no exception to this overwhelming percentage. The communities on Uzi Island are very
religious and the mosque serves as a community gathering point. Islam values the earth
and the environment heavily, referring to it as “the source of water” (Gar, 2002, p. 2). The
religious teachings of Islam describe the environment as important because it supports
human life. The Qur’an promotes the use of agriculture because Allah sends down water
from the sky and gives humans the responsibility to “Make the earth come alive with green
vegetation” (Ibid p. 2). Uzi Island’s interactions between humans and their environment
echo these teachings. Their lifestyle places high value on the environment because it is
what provides them with the necessary means to survive.
Conservation often times is focused on saving “nature” for its intrinsic value. The
concept of nature is a privilege of wealthier nations where the people are able to import
resources rather than relying on their immediate surroundings for the resources that
sustain them. In a place like Uzi Island, there is no separation between where people live
and “nature”. The people truly live within the environment as members of the ecosystem
whose well-being is strongly connected with the well-being of their ecosystem. In general
this is the relationship of the people of Zanzibar and their environment, and traditional
boat building is just one example of a manifestation of this relationship.
6. Conclusion
This study shows the clear reliance of the people living on Uzi Island on the use of
traditional boats to obtain food and income. Without these boats communities would
struggle to sustain themselves, however the forests resources that are necessary for boat
building are quickly diminishing. The need for conservation of these resources is great but
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any conservation efforts must be conscious that the survival of people leans on the
availability of these resources.
Traditional boat building has acted as a means to discover the fundamental
relationship at the root of issues between Zanzibari people and their environment. People
are open to alternatives and a new direction of living that decreases their dependence on
their surroundings. The solution to the conflict of nature and culture is not simple nor
singular. The age old suggestion of education is a start, but to just suggest increasing
education levels without any specific recommendations is not satisfactory and will not lead
to any tangible results. What will have to happen is a commitment by the local people to
advocate for themselves to the government and to foreign NGOs for the funding and
resources necessary to improve the livelihoods on Uzi Island. The locals already have a
strong desire for alternative incomes such as beekeeping, more modern farming
techniques, ecotourism, and stable professional-level jobs outside of Uzi. In order for this
goal to be accomplished the Zanzibar government and foreign aid most likely from NGOs
will have to come and bring both education and necessary resources specific to these areas.
7. Further Research
This study was designed to expose the root of an issue in order to effectively focus
efforts on the solutions that are both possible and necessary. Further research would be
helpful on the health of the species of trees specific to boat building, an in-depth study on
the uses and ownership patterns of traditional boats, and a study on alternative income
possibilities for Uzi Island. Efforts to bring technology and computer training opportunities
for the people of Uzi would be another helpful action. The future of Uzi Island and Zanzibar
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will be very bright with the proper visions and motivations that many locals have
exhibited.
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